
From: Rachel Kesel
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Geiger, Chris (ENV); Brastow, Peter (ENV)
Subject: Comments for Policy Committee and full Commission
Date: Monday, November 13, 2017 9:42:39 AM

Dear Commissioners, 

Given your important work on the Reduced-Risk Pesticide List, I want to point out the
California Invasive Plant Council's (Cal IPC) new statement on the use of glyphosate. I
recently attended the Cal IPC symposium and was happy to see staff from the Department of
the Environment. I hope that they got as much out of the conference as I did. The symposium
brings together hundreds of invasive plant managers to share best practices on a range of
topics including prioritization, tools and techniques, protocols, and communication. 

I'm sharing this new policy statement from Cal IPC as a point of information ahead of future
discussions within the Committee and full Commission. 

http://www.cal-ipc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Cal-IPC-glyphosate-policy.pdf

Best Wishes,
Rachel Kesel
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From: SF Forest
To: Geiger, Chris (ENV)
Cc: Raphael, Deborah (ENV); Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Subject: IPM Restrictions, 2018
Date: Friday, December 15, 2017 9:59:21 PM

Anthony, please pass on a copy of this letter the Commission for the Environment?  Many thanks.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Chris,

Thanks for offering to meet with us in advance of the annual IPM hearing.  We do appreciate the continuing work
on reducing San Francisco's pesticide use.  We would like to offer our comments on the Exemptions history for the
past year and on the revised herbicide use restrictions for 2018. 

We want the 2018 rules to offer the most effective protections possible for the environment and people of San
Francisco. However, these rules fall far short of what we should really be doing.  That is, eliminating the use of
Tier I & II herbicides in our parks and watersheds.  It is not Necessary and the risk is too great.

2017 exemptions
There is only one exemption from the posting requirements.  It is for PUC right of ways.  We understood pesticides
were used at the GGP plant nursery without posting.  Where is the exemption?  We suspect herbicides are applied
above the reservoir at 7th and Clarendon without posting.  If so, shouldn't there be an exemption for that?

Restrictions on Herbicides for City Properties
A2    Why are applications done by methods other than spray exempted from the requirement to use blue dye?  If
a stump has been daubed rather than sprayed, how will people know it's not safe to sit on? 

A2    Why say, "or in cases where  posting is not otherwise required under the law"?  Posting is always required by
law, unless an exemption from posting is granted by IPM.   Right now there is only one posting exemption on the
IPM Exemptions log.  If and when IPM issues another posting exemption, the land manager can also request an
exemption from the blue marker dye requirement if there is a good reason to avoid the dye.     Who does not want
to use blue dye?  Is it really expensive?  Isn't it beneficial to the people applying herbicides to be able to see what
they already treated?  Why shouldn't people be able to see what was treated?

A7 Why can't herbicides be used on green walls and green roofs?  Whatever that logic is, why doesn't it apply
more broadly?

B9 Why don't the protections for the public and employees extend to areas outside city limits?  Do we only care
about people in San Francisco?

B9 What is the relevance of public accessibility?  The Chapter 3 of the San Francisco environment code protects
City employees as well as the public.  If "publicly inaccessible parcels" are to have lesser requirements for posting
and demarcation, the law requires that the land manager apply for an exemption. As of today, there is only one
posting exemption on file, for PUC rights of way.  There should also be one for the GGP nursery.  Other than that,
we are not aware of any other "publicly inaccessible parcels" in the City.  The general exception for "publicly
inaccessible parcels" should be removed.  It just introduces unnecessary ambiguity.  If there is a genuinely publicly
inaccessible parcel, and City employees can be protected, then IPM can issue an exception for that.

B9  Why are golf courses and areas managed for habitat conservation afforded less public protection? Don't
golfers, kids and hikers deserve protection too?  Maybe the behavior of golfers is predictable, but people enjoying
our wild parkland could be having a picnic, playing hide and seek, exploring, somersaulting  down a hill, doing
almost anything.  There should be no exception to the demarcation requirements for "areas managed for habitat
conservation".

mailto:chris.geiger@sfgov.org
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B12    If a trail exists, especially one not "actively maintained by City operations", it is because people use it
frequently.  If the intent of these rules is to protect the public, all trails should be afforded the same protection.  The
intent of these rules is not to make life easy for land managers who wish to deter people from using un-designated
trails.

B13    Please remove spray boom "definition" for broadcast spraying.  The last part of the second sentence gets to
the point, broadcast spraying means indiscriminately spraying all plants in an area, as opposed to targeting
specific plants.  In 2016 you saw video and photographic evidence that three men with backpack sprayers can
perform broadcast spraying.    Please use the definition for broadcast spraying that the rest of the world uses.

New thinking on Tier I
The new Restrictions do away with the idea that Tier I herbicides are only to be used when there is a critical need. 
Now Tier I can be used for anything except for prohibitions 10,11 & 12.  The old restrictions limited where Tier I
herbicides could be used based on a "need" that was balanced against the risks of use.  Where has that gone? 
This seems like a real step backward.

Now land managers just need a reason that goes beyond cosmetics and they can apply Tier I herbicides
anywhere as long as it is more than 15 feet from an area frequented by children and more than 15 feet from the
land manager's designated trails.

Sincerely,

SF Forest Alliance



From: Ariane Eroy
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Subject: Comments against Pesticides: Enough already!
Date: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 1:37:14 PM

The City government already has plenty of knowledge concerning the dangers of
pesticides.  So why do they continue using them? 

Why risk tainting the surrounding environment as well as the  Sunset Watershed,
from which we are compelled to drink? 

It is the Government's mandate to protect both the health and safety of their
residents.  Should it be proved negligent, it is inviting lawsuits.

Sincerely yours,
Ariane Eroy, Ph. D.  

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org


From: Valenteen Ignatovsky
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Raphael, Deborah (ENV)
Subject: 2018 Reduced Risk Pesticide List - public comment.
Date: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:05:06 PM

Dear Commissioners,

In Draft 2018 Reduced Risk Pesticide List, Attachment B for the December pesticide
hearings, it is stated that somehow Tier I herbicides can be "critical to public health,
public safety, and protection of major public assets, including biodiversity assets."
This is impossible.
Tier I (as well as Tier II) herbicides can be (and are) damaging to public health, public
safety, and public assets.
The promotion of high hazard herbicides for labor savings or to eliminate
"undesirable", "non-native" vegetation - therefore presumably establishing "desirable"
(by whom?) vegetation (it never happens) is unacceptable.
The city should abandon the unreachable goal of turning the clock back to the times
when Spaniards arrive.
The city should stop hiring people to test new herbicides (not proven to be
carcinogenic yet) or Biodiversity Coordinators (to promote such herbicides) and hire
foresters and gardeners instead. 
In keeping with the Precautionary Principle the city should stop the use of all Tier I
and all non-organic Tier II herbicides except in case of the Harding Golf Course which
is under PGA contract obligations.

Sincerely,
Valentin Ignatovski
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From: Svetlana Savchuk
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Subject: Comment on item 4 on the agenda of Commission on the Environment Policy Committee meeting, January 8,

2018
Date: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:38:16 PM

Dear Commissioners,

IPM used new herbicides in 2017 under exemptions and is including them into 2018 "Reduced Risk
Pesticide List."
There is at least one newly hired employee to test new pesticides.
Since IPM has no means to check the safety, it would be obviously the test for efficiency -  the health of
the public be damned. 

US allows poisons on the market presuming some unproven benefits of or need for toxic synthetic
chemicals; they are assumed to be safe while data on adverse effects builds for years and eventually
appears in the mainstream press. With greater public scrutiny the toxin might be voluntary withdrawn from
the market, but the next one is always ready to take its place.

It took forever to remove DDT from the agricultural use. 

Only in 2015 the VA’s Institute of Medicine committee has finally acknowledged that Agent Orange
residue on C-123 cargo planes had likely caused illnesses in 1,500 to 2,100 Air Force Reserve personnel
who served aboard these planes after the Vietnam War. For years the U.S. Air Force and Department of
Veteran Affairs maintained that “dried residues” could not pose any exposure risk.  Sick people were
denied compensation: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ 2015/01/09/agent-orange- veterans-
health_n_6445226.html
Even now babies in Vietnam are being born with horrific defects and the exposure to the herbicide by the
Vietnam Veterans supposedly leads to associated birth defects in their children and grandchildren:
 http://www.birthdefects.org/ agent-orange/
Nevertheless a close cousin of the herbicide is being used in the United States (thankfully, not in San
Francisco.)

Despite the fact that glyphosate was classified as probable carcinogen in 2015, the city keeps using it and
plans to continue it's use in 2018.

There are substantial (most likely incomplete) lists of harmful effects for herbicides on San Francisco's 
"Reduced Risk Pesticide List."

But IPM claims that allowing their use is "in keeping with the Precautionary Principal" and, moreover,
incongruously, that somehow they can aid "in public health, public safety, and protection of major public
assets."
They cannot.

I'm only writing about herbicides because I recognize that that control of mosquitoes or rodents is needed
and don't know if it can be achieved by organic methods (although it looks like dry ice works well with
rats.)

But weeds? Please! 

All Tier I and Tier II non-organic herbicides should be banned on public land - instead of being green-
washed with "biodiversity" talk.
Rather than promoting these toxins you should be educating the public about their dangers aiming to
reduce contamination of soil and water by private residents.  

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org
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Please include this email into the meeting minutes.

Thank you,
Svetlana Savchuk



From: Erin Caughman
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Raphael, Deborah (ENV); "breedstaff@sfgov.org"; "Norman.Yee@sfgov.org"; "sandra.fewer@sfgov.org";

"Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org"; "Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org"; "Katy.Tang@sfgov.org"; "jane.kim@sfgov.org";
"jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org"; "Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org"; "Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org"

Subject: 2017 Reduced Risk Pesticide List and introduction of the 2018 Reduced Risk Pesticide List
Date: Thursday, January 04, 2018 11:06:05 AM

Mr. Anthony E. Valdez:

Please relay my comments to the Commission on the Environment members before the public hearing on January
8, 2018.

In view of the following facts:

- herbicidal chemicals are often more toxic, more dangerous, more persistent, and more
mobile than their manufacturers disclose,
- much research on herbicides is funded or otherwise influenced by groups with an interest in
encouraging their use,
- San Francisco park areas are popular with families with children and pets, and used by birds,
pollinators, and other   wildlife,
- the danger from "weeds" is aesthetic rather than to health and welfare,

I request that the City of San Francisco stop using Tier I and Tier II non-organic herbicides on all public properties
except Harding Park Golf Course, which is under a special management contract to the PGA Tour."

Thank you,

Erin Caughman

San Francisco resident
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From: Beatrice Burgess
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: deborah.raphael@sfgov.orf
Subject: Pesticide Use in SF Public Parks
Date: Thursday, January 04, 2018 4:59:07 PM

Dear Commissioners,

I understand that the use of pesticides in public areas is on the agenda for your meeting next
Monday, the 8th of January. 

I would like to add my vote for the elimination of all Tier I and Tier I pesticide use in all SF
parks. The health hazards of all pesticides to people and wildlife should outweigh the purely
cosmetic elimination of weeds.  

Thanks for your attention,

Beatrice Burgess and family, SF residents
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From: Eugene Bachmanov
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Raphael, Deborah (ENV)
Subject: Commission on the Environment Policy Committee meeting, 1-8-2018 - pesticides
Date: Friday, January 05, 2018 9:38:51 AM

Dear Commissioners,

As part of my comment I submit an article in September 2015 Harper's -
- Weed Whackers, Monsanto, glyphosate, and the war on invasive species -
which suggest that chemical companies played a big part in creating and expanding
"native restoration" industry as a market for their products:
https://harpers.org/archive/ 2015/09/weed-whackers/7/

I also urge you to watch a short YouTube video - part of a talk by David
Theodoropoulos, conservation biologist and author of the book "Invasion Biology,
Critique of Pseudoscience,":
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=AT4Zczx_bik  .
In that video he laments that (thanks to the efforts of chemical companies) plants are
now considered a threat to the environment and poisons, bulldozers, and chainsaws
considered a cure. He mentions that the Monsanto employee responsible for
expanding  the company's markets was the founding board member of National
Invasive Species Advisory Committee, and that CalEPPC is, in fact, a front  for the
pesticide industry.
He advises his listeners: "... if you hear invasive species - think Monsanto..."

Meanwhile attachment B of documentation for the meeting says that somehow Tier I
herbicides can be beneficial to "public health, public safety, and protection of major
public assets."  
Despite the fact that for each of them (as well for those classified as Tier II) there
exist a list of potential health hazards and damages to the environment their use
generate.
"Biodiversity assets" are, of course, the code words to promote more pesticides.    

Sincerely,
Eugene Bachmanov

 

Please include this email into the meeting minutes. 

Attachments area
Preview YouTube video David Theodoropoulos & Invasion Biology
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From: Tom Borden
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Geiger, Chris (ENV); Raphael, Deborah (ENV); Jue, Tyrone (MYR);

Sfforestleadership
Subject: Comments on Draft Herbicide Restrictions
Date: Friday, January 05, 2018 11:15:41 AM
Attachments: 2018 draft restrictions.pdf

2017 restrictions final.pdf

Anthony,
Would you please pass this on to the Commissioners in advance of the Department of
Environment Policy Committee hearing next Monday, January 8 at 5:00 pm in room 421 of
City Hall?

Thanks,
Tom

Commissioners,

The City has made great progress reducing the use of pesticides.  However, the land managers
for our natural areas are determined to continue use of the most hazardous herbicides.  Every
year the safety restrictions published by the Department of Environment are weakened to
make it easier for those managers to use hazardous chemicals in our parks and watersheds. 
This clearly increases risks to public safety and the environment.

The key document is the "Restrictions on Herbicides for City Properties" which is slated to
replace the "2017 San Francisco Reduced Risk Pesticide List: Restrictions on “most
hazardous” (Tier I) herbicides".  (copies attached)  The problems with the old restrictions have
not been fixed and the new restrictions do away with a fundamental protection.  Before I get
into the specifics, I would like to make some broader points.

It is irresponsible to permit repeated Tier I & II herbicide applications in our parks and
watersheds.  Parks in the middle of a densely populated city should be safe havens where
people can relax and enjoy the outdoors, away from the dangers and stress of the city. Our
kids should be able to explore, climb on things and roll on the ground without risking
exposure to persistent toxic chemicals.  The water we drink should not contain runoff from
hillsides sprayed with chemicals.  It's an ill bird that fouls its own nest.

This herbicide use is being driven by land managers attempting to eradicate, or at least control,
a host of plants in order to benefit particular native plants.  The City needs to look at the long
term efficacy of these herbicide treatments.  Maybe the herbicide kills the target plant, but we
must look beyond that.  Can herbicide applications turn back the hands of time such that self
sustaining landscapes of native plants are created?  Can we rid areas of non-native plants and
then maintain the landscapes without ongoing use of "last resort" chemicals?   We need to see
evidence of efficacy, that the same areas are not being treated year after year and that
herbicide usage in natural areas managed by RPD and PUC shows a steady decline.  If
maintaining native plants in our natural areas requires perpetual applications of herbicide, we
should stop wasting our money and compromising our environment.

The behavior of RPD is particularly troubling.  They have achieved dramatic reductions in
herbicide use on developed parkland and golf courses.  Despite this, last year they increased
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DRAFT - 2018 San Francisco Reduced Risk Pesticide List:  
Restrictions on Herbicides for City Properties 


Adopted xxx 
Background 
The use of chemical pesticides is always reserved as a method of last resort in San Francisco’s Integrated Pest 
Management (IPM) Program. The restrictions below were created in a public process by the San Francisco 
Department of the Environment in close consultation with affected City & County of San Francisco departments, in 
keeping with the Precautionary Principle and Integrated Pest Management ordinances (Environment Code, 
Chapters 1 and 3). Any other uses of  herbicides require an exemption granted by the San Francisco Department of 
the Environment. 
 
Goals 


1. Reduce the use of Tier I herbicides to those situations where they are most critical to public health, public 
safety, and protection of major public assets, including biodiversity assets,  


2. Ensure that the restrictions are attainable through continued collaboration among City IPM staff.  
3. Minimize potential harm to the environment, City workers, and the general public, in keeping with the 


Precautionary Principle. 
4. Maximize the ability of city residents to know when and where these products are being used. 


 
A. Conditions of use - ALL HERBICIDES 


General Requirements 
1. All treatments must be posted as per City ordinance. All postings must clearly identify the area to be 


treated. Postings should be placed in location(s) most likely to be seen by users of the treated area.  All 
Tier II and Tier I postings must be set up three days before treatment, and be identifiable for four days 
after the treatment.   


2. Blue indicator dyes must be used for spray treatments except on golf courses, hardscapes, or in cases 
where posting is not otherwise required under the law.  The use of blue dye must be noted on the posting. 
Dye must be mixed at a concentration that makes it clearly visible. 


3. For treatment sites that cannot be readily described using the posting sign alone, a map showing the 
general location of expected treatment area(s) must be attached to the posting sign. 


4. Contractors must be fully briefed and trained in the San Francisco IPM program’s ordinance, requirements 
and policies. 


5. All uses must comply with the California Red-legged Frog Stipulated Injunction. 
 


Prohibitions: 
6. No use on plants with berries edible to humans when ripe fruits are present. 
7. No use on green roofs or green wall features. 


 
B. Conditions of use - TIER I HERBICIDES 


Tier I (“Most Hazardous”) herbicides are subject to Conditions of Use for “ALL HERBICIDES” list above, plus 
the following: 
 
General Requirements 
8. Any application of ‘most hazardous’ herbicides on City property within the City limits or at San Francisco 


International Airport must be under the direct oversight of a licensed person. A licensed person is defined 
for these purposes as a person possessing either an Agricultural Pest Control Advisor license, a Qualified 
Applicator License, or a Qualified Applicator Certificate issued by the California Department of Pesticide 
Regulation. “Direct oversight ” means that the licensed person must be physically present at the site of 
application.   


9. Within the City limits, when ‘most hazardous’ herbicides are used on publicly accessible parcels a physical 
demarcation must be set up around or block access to the treated area, with the exception of golf courses 
and areas managed for habitat conservation. Acceptable physical demarcations include fencing, rope, 
tape, or staked plastic cones. 
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Prohibitions: 
10. No use for purely cosmetic purposes.  
11. No use on the grounds of or within 15 feet of the boundaries of schools, preschools, childrens’ 


playgrounds and other areas frequented by children. 
12. No use within 15 feet of designated, actively maintained public paths. “Designated public paths” are 


walking paths that appear on City maps.  If maps do not exist, then “designated public paths” means paths 
that are actively maintained by City operations.  


13. No broadcast spraying using a spray boom is permitted, except for targeted treatments at Harding Park 
golf course in preparation for tournament play. Use of a backpack sprayer does not qualify as broadcast 
spraying, provided that the applicator is targeting specific plants that have been identified for treatment. 


 
Exceptions: 


13. The prohibition on Tier I treatments within 15 feet of public paths (#11) does not apply to areas falling 
under state or federal vegetation management requirements, including utility rights of way and easements, 
dams, reservoir embankments, and watershed lands. If such treatments are required, either access to the 
treated area must be blocked or a physical demarcation must be set up around the treated area.  


14. Cases where alternative control methods pose a significant public safety, public health or fire risk, for 
example, poison oak along popular trails.  In these cases, either access to the treated area must be 
blocked or a physical demarcation must be set up around the treated area.   


15. Street median strips in situations where alternative control measures pose safety risks to applicators or the 
public. 
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients


Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**


Use 
Limitation 


Type***


Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)


Usage
2016


 (lbs a.i)
Changes made


Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change


Use Limitations 2017


Actinovate Fungicide 73314-1 Streptomyces lydicus 
WYEC  108


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.00


Advion Ant Bait Arena 
(Dupont) Insecticide 352-664 Indoxacarb 0.1%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.00


Advion Ant Gel 
(Dupont) Insecticide 352-746 Indoxacarb 0.05%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.01


Advion Cockroach Bait 
Arena (Dupont) Insecticide 352-668 Indoxacarb 0.5%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.00


Advion Cockroach Gel 
Bait (Dupont) Insecticide 352-652 Indoxacarb 0.6%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.00


Agri-Fos Systemic 
Fungicide Fungicide 71962-1 Potassium phosphite 


45.8% 


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


For use on high-value Coast Live Oaks 
(Quercus agrifolia) susceptible to Phytophthora, 
or in experiments with Phytophthora control. 


9.47


Alligare Rotary 2 SL Herbicide 81927-6
Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt 
28%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.


Ant baits - borate based 
- self contained or gel Insecticide Various


Boric acid, sodium 
tetraborate 
decahydrate, or other 
borate salts


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Least Limited


Added. Need generic 
listing of these 
products due to 
frequent changes in 
ant feeding 
preferences.


ADDED


Aquamaster (Roundup 
Custom) Herbicide Herbicide 524-343


Glyphosate, 
isopropylamine salt 
53.8%


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides" 10.65


Removed language 
on aquatic plants, 
which is redundant 
with product label


CHANGED


Other limitations: For aquatic uses, 
use for emergent plants in ponds, 
lakes, drainage canals, and areas 
around water or within watershed 
areas. 


Avenger Weed Killer 
Concentrate Herbicide 82052-1 d-Limonene 60%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 


Burndown herbicide.  Not for use near water. 67.17 Corrected product 
name CHANGED


Axxe Herbicide 70299-20 Nonanoic acid, 61%
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Burndown herbicide. 0.20


Azatin XL Insecticide 70051-27 Azadirachtin 3% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited


For greenhouses and established plants for 
interiorscapes.  Do not apply on flowering plants 
when bees are active. USE UP EXISTING 
STOCKS - Azatrol is safer alternative.


Azatrol EC Insecticide Insecticide 2217-836 Azadirachtin (2328) 
1.2%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


For greenhouses and established plants for 
interiorscapes.  Do not apply on flowering plants 
when bees are active.


Bacillus thuringiensis 
insecticides (excluding 
mosquito control)


Insecticide Various Bacillus thuringiensis 
(various subspp.)


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


BestYet Cedarcide Insecticide exemptprod-
009


Cedarwood oil, 
amorphous silica


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


BioLink Buffer & 
Penetrant Adjuvant exemptprod-


010
Citric acid 20%, garlic 
extract 7%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited


GENERAL USE PESTICIDES
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients


Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**


Use 
Limitation 


Type***


Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)


Usage
2016


 (lbs a.i)
Changes made


Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change


Use Limitations 2017


Bond Spreader-Sticker Adjuvant 34704-50033


Synthetic carboxylated 
latex 50%, primary 
aliphatic oxyalkylated
alcohol 10%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited REMOVED


Cimexa Insecticide Dust Insecticide 73079-12 Amorphous silica gel 
100%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Only for use on rat mites, bedbugs, lice, and 
yellowjackets in walls when nonchemical 
techniques prove ineffective.


Clearcast Herbicide Herbicide 241- 437 Imazamox, ammonium 
salt


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
invasive aquatic weeds and pilot testing on 
terrestrial weeds as alternative to Tier I 
products.


ADDED


CMR Silicone 
Surfactant Adjuvant


1050775-
50025 
[INACTIVE]


Polymethyl-siloxane, 
nonionic


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
More Limited


Competitor Adjuvant 2935-50173 Ethyl oleate
Least 


hazardous (Tier 
III)


Least Limited


Conserve SC Turf and 
Ornamental Insecticide 62719-291 Spinosad 11.6%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited


For use as a last resort in greenhouses.  If 
feasible, alternate with other products to avoid 
the development of resistance. Use on high 
value ornamentals only.


Debug Turbo  Nematicide 70310-5
Fats & glyceridic oils 
margosa 65.8%, 
azadirachtin 0.7%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited


4.20


Detour Mammal 
repellant


exemptprod-
015


White pepper 3%, 
white mineral oil 87%, 
silica 10%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Eco Exempt/Essentria 
Jet Wasp and Hornet 
Killer


Insecticide exemptprod-
007


2-phenethyl 
proprionate 2%, 
rosemary oil 3%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited


Preferred alternative to Wasp Freeze but may 
not act quickly enough during late summer, 
when yellowjackets are most aggressive. 
Consider digging up nest and baiting with honey 
in evening to attract raccoons.


Changed Tier from III 
to II - aquatic hazard CHANGED


Enforcer PreCor 
Concentrate for Fleas Insecticide 2724-352


S-Methoprene, 1.2%; 
mineral oil, refined, 
98.8%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited ADDED


Enstar II Insect Growth 
Regulator (Enstar 5E) Insecticide 2724-476 S-kinoprene 64.1%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited USE UP EXISTING STOCKS. For use only in 


nurseries and on roses.


Essentria IC3 Insecticide exemptprod-
013


Rosemary oil 10%, 
geraniol 5%, 
peppermint oil 2%, 
wintergreen oil, white 
mineral oil, vanillin, 
polyglyceryl oleate


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Fiesta Turf Weed Killer Herbicide 67702-26 Iron HEDTA 26.52% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." USE 


UP EXISTING STOCKS. 
Corrected product 
name CHANGED


Garlon 4 Ultra Herbicide 62719-527 Triclopyr, butoxyethyl 
ester 60.45%


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides"
Use only for targeted treatments of high profile 
or highly invasive exotics via dabbing or 
injection. May use for targeted spraying only 
when dabbing or injection are not feasible. 
HIGH PRIORITY TO FIND ALTERNATIVE 6.31


Gentrol Point Source 
Roach Control Device Insecticide 2724-469 Hydroprene 96%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.10


Lumped under 
"hydroprene-only 
products." Insect 
growth regulator.


REMOVED


Habitat Herbicide 241-426
Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt, 
28%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.


0.44
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients


Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**


Use 
Limitation 


Type***


Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)


Usage
2016


 (lbs a.i)
Changes made


Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change


Use Limitations 2017


Havahart Critter Ridder Mammal 
repellant 50932-10 Oil of black pepper 


0.48%    


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited Corrected product 


name CHANGED


Hydroprene-only 
products Various Various Hydroprene


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Created generic 
listing to 
accommodate 
variety of 
products/devices


ADDED


Intice Thiquid Ant Bait/ 
Intice Liquid Ant Bait Insecticide 73079-7 Borax, 5% Most hazardous 


(Tier I) Least Limited 0.97 Added alternate 
product name CHANGED


Lifeline Herbicide Herbicide 70506-310 Glufosinate, 
ammonium, 24.5%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides."


M-pede 
Insecticide/Fungicide Insecticide 62719-515 Potash soap 49%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited Nursery, specialty gardens, and Africanized 


Honey Bees.   


Maxforce FC Magnum 
Roach Killer Bait Gel Insecticide 432- 1460 Fipronil 0.05%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 


exposure. USE UP EXISTING STOCKS


Added "USE UP 
EXISTING 
STOCKS." 


CHANGED Not for use in outdoor areas with 
potential rain exposure


Maxforce FC 
Professional Insect 
Control Ant Bait 
Stations


Insecticide 432-1256 Fipronil 0.01%
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 
exposure 0.00 REMOVED


Maxforce FC 
Professional Insect 
Control Roach Bait 
Stations


Insecticide 432-1257 Fipronil 0.05%
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 
exposure 0.00


Maxforce FC 
Professional Insect 
Control Roach Killer 
Bait Gel


Insecticide 432-1259 Fipronil 0.01%
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 
exposure 0.00


Maxforce Impact Roach 
Gel Bait Insecticide 432-1531 Clothianidin, 1%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited ADDED


Met52 EC 
Bioinsecticide Insecticide 70127-10 Metarhizium anisopliae 


strain F52, 11%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited ADDED


Milestone Herbicide 62719-519
Aminopyralid, trii-
sopropanolamine salt 
(5928) 40.6%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
invasive species in natural areas or parklands 
where other alternatives are ineffective, 
especially for invasive legumes and composites 
such as yellow star thistle and purple star 
thistle. 


0.01


Milestone VM Plus, 
Capstone Herbicide 62719-572


Aminopyralid, 
triisopropanolamine 
salt, 2%; Triclopyr, 
triethylamine salt, 16%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." Use 


only for cut stump or injection 0.54
Added "Capstone" - 
alternate product 
name


CHANGED


Nufarm Polaris 
Herbicide Herbicide 228-534


Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt, 
28%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.


3.60


OhYeah! Insecticide exemptprod-
002 Sodium lauryl sulfate


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Orange Guard Insecticide 61887-1 D-limonene 5.8%
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited


Soap spray is preferred for removing ant trails.  
Minimize use in enclosed areas due to scent.  
Potential aquatic hazard - do not apply directly 
to water.


0.93
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients


Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**


Use 
Limitation 


Type***


Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)


Usage
2016


 (lbs a.i)
Changes made


Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change


Use Limitations 2017


Organocide Insecticide exemptprod-
010 Sesame oil 5%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Oust XP Herbicide 
(DuPont) Herbicide 352-601 Sulfometuron-methyl 


75%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Most Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use only on airport operational areas subject to 
FAA requirements.


2.38


Pentrabark Adjuvant 83416-50001
Polyalkyleneoxide 
modified 
heptamethyltrisiloxane


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited Changed to "Least 


Limited" CHANGED


Enforcer PreCor 
Concentrate for Fleas Insecticide 2724-352


S-Methoprene, 1.2%; 
mineral oil, refined, 
98.8%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited ADDED


Prescription Treatment 
Brand Perma-Dust Insecticide 499-384


Boric acid 35%, 
petroleum distillates-
hydrotreated light 10%, 
HFC-134A, 1,1 
difluoroethane


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited


Use in situations where adhesion of dust is 
important and non-aerosol boric acid products 
are ineffective.


Prescription Treatment 
Brand Wasp-Freeze 
Wasp and Hornet Killer 
Formula 1


Insecticide 499-362
Phenothrin 12%, d-
trans allethrin .129%, 
CO2


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited


Use only when a concern for public safety, and 
in situations where use of EcoExempt product is 
inadequate or unsafe.


0.04


Roundup Promax 
Herbicide Herbicide 524-579


Glyphosate, 
isopropylamine salt 
48.7%


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited


USE UP EXISTING STOCKS. Subject to 
"Limitations on most hazardous herbicides"
Use of Aquamaster + Competitor is preferred 
except in situations where rainfastness is 
needed.


514.48
Added "USE UP 
EXISTING 
STOCKS." 


CHANGED


Subject to "Limitations on most 
hazardous herbicides"
Use of Aquamaster + Competitor is 
preferred except in situations 
where rainfastness is needed.


Safer Soap O-
Insecticidal Soap 
Concentrate


Insecticide 42697-60 Potassium laurate, 
49.52%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited ADDED


Shake-Away Coyote 
Urine Repellant 
Granules


Mammal 
repellant


exemptprod-
014


Coyote urine 5%, 
limestone 95%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.00


Sluggo Slug and Snail 
Bait Molluscicide 67702-3 Phosphoric acid, 


iron(3+) salt (1:1) 1%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited 0.58


Spraytech Oil Insecticide 65328-50001 Soybean oil
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


Least Limited


Stalker Herbicide Herbicide 241-398
Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt 
28%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.  USE UP 
EXISTING STOCK


0.79


Suppress Herbicide EC Herbicide 51517-9 Caprylic acid, 47%; 
capric acid, 32%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
Least Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Burndown 
product.


ADDED


Terro Ant Killer II, Terro 
Ant Killer II Liquid Ant 
Baits, Terro-PCO Liquid 
Ant Bait


Insecticide 149-8 Sodium tetraborate 
decahydrate 5.4%


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Least Limited 0.19


Now lumped under 
"Ant baits - borate 
based"


REMOVED


Civitas One Fungicide 69526-17 Mineral oil, refined, 
89%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 
III)


Least Limited


Fosphite Fungicide Fungicide 68573-2 Potassium phosphate
Least 


hazardous (Tier 
III)


More Limited Only for use on golf courses. 88.46


GOLF PRODUCTS
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients


Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**


Use 
Limitation 


Type***


Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)


Usage
2016


 (lbs a.i)
Changes made


Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change


Use Limitations 2017


Heritage Fungicide Fungicide 100-1093 Azoxystrobin 50% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited For use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses 


only in preparation for tournament play 2.75


Lontrel Turf and 
Ornamental Herbicide Herbicide 62719-305 Clopyralid, 40.9%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses only 
in preparation for tournament play. May be used 
1x/year in other golf courses on greens only.


1.13


Nufarm Quinclorac SPC 
75 DF Herbicide Herbicide 228-592 Quinclorac, 75%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses only 
in preparation for tournament play. USE UP 
EXISTING STOCKS.


REMOVED


Primo Maxx Growth 
regulator 100-937


Trinexapac-ethyl 
11.3%, 
tetrahydrofurfuryl 
alcohol (THFA) 


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited Only use on Harding/Fleming golf courses in 


preparation for major golf tournaments.


Quinclorac 1.5L Herbicide 53883-336
Quinclorac, 
dimethylamine salt, 
18.92%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses only 
in preparation for tournament play.


Rhapsody ASO Fungicide 264-1155 QST 713 strain of dried 
Bacillus subtilis, 1.34%


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited ADDED


Sapphire Herbicide 62719-547 Penoxsulam
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." Only 
use on City-owned golf courses in preparation 
for major golf tournaments, or for pilot testing 
elsewhere as a glyphosate alternative. 


0.50


Added " or for pilot 
testing elsewhere as 
a glyphosate 
alternative. "


CHANGED
Only use on City-owned golf 
courses in preparation for major 
golf tournaments.


Tourney Fungicide 59639-144 Metconazole, 50%; 
Silica-crystalline quartz


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited


For management of pink snow mold 
(Microdochium nivale) on Harding Park/Fleming 
golf courses only in preparation for tournament 
play. 4.20


Trimmit 2SC Plant 
Growth Regulator for 
Turfgrass


Growth 
regulator 100-1014 Paclobutrazol 22.3%


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited For use only on golf courses in preparation for 


tournament play. 5.43


Trinity TM Fungicide 7969-257 Triticonazole, 19.2% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited


For use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses 
only in preparation for tournament play. May be 
used 1x/year in other golf courses on greens 
only. 2.63


Turflon Ester Herbicide 62719-258 Triclopyr, butoxyethyl 
ester 61.6%


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited


Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides".
Targeted treatment of golf course turf.  HIGH 
PRIORITY TO FIND ALTERNATIVE. 3.50


Agnique MMF-G
Mosquito 
control - 
other


7969-333


Poly(oxy-1,2-
ethanediyl),alpha-
isodecyl-omega-
hydroxy-phosphate 
32%


More 
hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited
Use for late instar mosquito larvae and pupae, in 
combination with microbial products.  USE UP 
REMAINING STOCK


117.65
BVA2 Mosquito 
Larvicide


Mosquito 
control - 
other


70589-1
Highly refined 
petroleum distillate 
(mineral oil)


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited Use as a pupacide for public health mosquito 


treatments. 1033.44


VECTOR CONTROL PRODUCTS
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Pesticide 
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Use 
Limitation 


Type***


Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)


Usage
2016


 (lbs a.i)
Changes made


Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change


Use Limitations 2017


Contrac All-Weather 
Blox Rodenticide 12455-79 Bromadiolone 0.005% Most hazardous 


(Tier I) Most Limited


HIGH PRIORITY FOR REMOVAL. USE UP 
EXISTING STOCKS. For use only in San 
Francisco International Airport Terminal Areas, 
or for commercial lessees on city properties that 
are not adjacent to natural areas.  In 
commercial establishments, use of product shall 
be a last resort after other, less-toxic measures 
have been implemented, including sanitation 
and trapping, and only where a significant 
public health hazard is recognized by the SF 
Dept. of Public Health. In all cases, monitoring 
shall be used whenever feasible to minimize 
rodenticide use.   0.00


Giant Destroyer Rodenticide 10551-1
Carbon, 9%; Sodium 
nitrate, 50%; Sulfur, 
38%


Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited


Alternative to baits for rodents in burrows. 
Observe label limitations on endangered 
species and potential for human smoke 
exposure.


ADDED


Mosquito control - 
microbial


Mosquito 
control - 
microbial


Various


Bacillus thuringiensis 
(Berliner or 
Israelensis) or  Bacillus 
sphaericus


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
Least Limited


Any microbial mosquito larvicide with active 
ingredients Bacillus thuringiensis (Berliner or 
Israelensis) or  Bacillus sphaericus is 
categorized as Least limited. 77.61


Mosquito control 
products - IGRs


Mosquito 
control - IGRs Various S-Methoprene (5026


Least 
hazardous (Tier 


III)
More Limited


Use for tanks with limited access, or other areas 
where frequent treatments are infeasible. For 
City catchment basins, microbial products are 
preferred.  Not for use in estuarine 
environments except under control of San 
Mateo Mosquito Abatement District. 0.03


Rat Ice Rodenticide 12455- 148 Carbon dioxide
More 


hazardous (Tier 
II)


More Limited ADDED


Rodent control - 
diphacinone block baits Rodenticide Various Diphacinone


More 
hazardous (Tier 


II)
More Limited


See Site-Specific Limitations. For rat control 
only in situations with high public health 
concerns, where trapping is infeasible. In all 
cases, monitoring shall be used whenever 
feasible to minimize rodenticide use.  HIGH 
PRIORITY TO FIND ALTERNATIVE. 0.00


Top Gun All Weather 
Bait Block Rodenticide Rodenticide 67517-66 Bromethalin 0.01% Most hazardous 


(Tier I) Most Limited


For use only in City-owned sewer lines, San 
Francisco International Airport Terminal Areas, 
or for commercial lessees on city properties that 
are not adjacent to natural areas.  In 
commercial establishments, use of product shall 
be a last resort after other, less-toxic measures 
have been implemented, including sanitation 
and trapping, and only where a significant 
public health hazard is recognized by the 
San Francisco Dept. of Public Health. In all 
cases, monitoring shall be used whenever 
feasible to minimize rodenticide use.  0.04


*For products exempt from US EPA registration (usually 'Generally Regarded as Safe'), SF creates its own product code
**A product's  tier ranking reflects hazard (the possibility of harm) but not risk (probability of harm). It is does not include consideration of likely exposure. 
     It is determined using the SF Pesticide Hazard Screening Protocol, http://sfenvironment.org/download/guide-to-the-reduced-risk-pesticide-list-revised-2013
***Use limitation type is an informal rating of risk (probability of harm), determined by  considering a product's hazard tier rating, formulation, 
     likely exposure, and typical uses. Applications of "most limited" pesticides must be justified at an annual public hearing.
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2017 San Francisco Reduced Risk Pesticide List:  


Restrictions on “most hazardous” (Tier I) herbicides  
Adopted 3/28/17 


Background 


The restrictions below were created in a public process by the San Francisco Department of the Environment 


Integrated Pest Management Program in close consultation with all City & County of San Francisco departments 


involved in land management activities, in keeping with the Precautionary Principle and Integrated Pest 


Management ordinances (Environment Code, Chapters 1 and 3). These restrictions apply only to “most hazardous” 


herbicides, defined here as herbicide products rated as “Tier I” using San Francisco’s Pesticide Hazard Screening 


Protocol. US EPA label restrictions take precedence and must be followed.  All other uses of “most hazardous” 


herbicides require an exemption granted by the San Francisco Department of the Environment. 
 


Goals 


The goals of the restriction process are to: 


1. Reduce the use of Tier I herbicides to those situations where they are most critical to public health, 


public safety, and protection of major public assets, including biodiversity assets,  


2. Ensure that the restrictions are attainable through continued collaboration among City IPM staff.  


3. Minimize potential harm to the environment, City workers, and the general public, in keeping with the 


Precautionary Principle. 


4. Maximize the ability of city residents to know when and where these products are being used. 


 


Conditions of use for “most hazardous” herbicides 


General requirements 


5. All treatments must be posted as per City ordinance. All postings must clearly identify the area to be 


treated, be set up three days before treatment, and be identifiable for four days after the treatment.  


Postings should be placed in location(s) most likely to be seen by users of the treated area. Blue 


indicator dyes must be used for spray treatments except on golf courses or in cases where posting is 


not otherwise required under the law.  The use of blue dye must be noted on the posting. Dye must be 


mixed at a concentration that makes it clearly visible. 


6. For treatment sites that cannot be readily described using the posting sign alone, a map showing the 


general location of expected treatment area(s) must be attached to the posting sign. 


7. Contractors must be fully briefed and trained in the San Francisco IPM program’s ordinance, 


requirements and policies. 


8. Any application of ‘most hazardous’ herbicides on City property within the City limits or at San 


Francisco International Airport must be under the direct supervision of a licensed person. A licensed 


person is defined for these purposes as a person possessing either an Agricultural Pest Control 


Advisor license, a Qualified Applicator License, or a Qualified Applicator Certificate issued by the 


California Department of Pesticide Regulation. “Direct supervision” means that the licensed person 


must be physically present at the site of application.   


9. Within the City limits, when ‘most hazardous’ herbicides are used on publicly accessible parcels a 


physical demarcation must be set up around or block access to the treated area, with the exception of 


golf courses and areas managed for habitat conservation. Acceptable physical demarcations include 


fencing, rope, tape, or staked plastic cones. 


 


General prohibitions: 


10. No use for purely cosmetic purposes. . 


11. No use within 15 feet of designated, actively maintained public paths. “Designated public paths” are 


walking paths that appear on City maps.  If maps do not exist, then “designated public paths” means 


paths that are actively maintained by City operations.  


12. No broadcast spraying using a spray boom is permitted, except for targeted treatments at Harding Park 


golf course in preparation for tournament play. Use of a backpack sprayer does not qualify as 


broadcast spraying, provided that the applicator is targeting specific plants that have been identified for 


treatment. 
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13. No use on the grounds of or within 15 feet of the boundaries of schools, preschools, childrens’ 


playgrounds and other areas frequented by children. 


14. No use in areas restricted by the California Red-legged Frog Stipulated Injunction. 


15. No use on blackberry (Rubus) plants when fruits are present. 
 


Allowed Uses/Exceptions (only as method of last resort): 


16. Areas falling under state or federal vegetation management requirements, including airport runways, 


utility rights of way and easements, dams, reservoir embankments, and watershed lands. If treatments 


are required within 15 feet of public paths in these areas, a physical demarcation must still be set up 


around or block access to the treated area.  


17. Cases judged by City pest management professionals as posing a significant public safety, public 


health or fire risk, for example, poison oak along popular trails or resprouting trees that constitute a fire 


hazard.  If such treatments are necessary within 15 feet of a designated public path, a physical 


demarcation must be set up around or block access to the treated area. 


18. Landscape renovations, provided that weed prevention measures are put in place and a physical 


demarcation is set up around or block access to the treated area for four days after treatment. A 


landscape renovation is defined as a contiguous area of land where all or most of the existing 


vegetation is removed and replaced, with a minimum size of 100 square feet. 


19. Invasive species that pose a threat to local, native, rare, threatened or endangered species or 


ecosystems, and which cannot be controlled by other means. Prohibitions #10-15 still apply.   


20. Street median strips in situations where alternative control measures pose safety risks to applicators or 


the public. 







their staff of trained pesticide applicators from one to five.  This demonstrates a clear
commitment to using chemicals against unwanted vegetation.  Most of this is likely to occur in
our natural areas, where herbicide use has not been reduced as in other parklands.  RPD even
uses Tier I herbicides to kill native plants in natural areas.

Restrictions on Herbicides for City Properties
There is one huge issue with the 2018 draft herbicide restrictions.  They would do away with
the idea that Tier I (most hazardous) herbicides are only to be used when there is a critical
need. Your IPM group's "Summary of major changes to “2017 Restrictions on Most-
Hazardous Herbicides” document" states:
The 2017 list included sections for both “General Prohibitions” and “Allowed Uses.” This is
logically inconsistent and created confusion.  No restrictions have been relaxed by removing
the “allowed uses” section.
That last sentence is far from true.  Let's look at the 2017 Restrictions.  Here we had "General
Prohibitions" for Tier I that were never to be violated and then five "Allowed Uses/exceptions
(only as a method of last resort)" where Tier I could be used as long as the use did not violate
the General Prohibitions.  Two of the Allowed Uses included exceptions under which the
general prohibition on spraying close to  trails could be waived.  Clearly, those five allowed 
uses were the only uses of Tier I permitted.
  
The IPM group now claims the "Allowed Uses" from previous years were not meant to be the
only places where Tier I herbicides could be used. That is simply not true.  It runs counter to
what everyone understood.

Under the 2018 draft restrictions, land managers just need a reason that goes beyond cosmetics
and they can apply Tier I herbicides anywhere as long as it is more than 15 feet from an area
frequented by children and more than 15 feet from the land manager's designated trails.  This
is a huge step backward.

Now, moving on to detailed comments on the proposed Restrictions:
(See the attached copy for the paragraph references.)

There are lots of problems with the language of the new restrictions, some new and some
carried over from last year.  As written, the restrictions do not offer the protections you think
they do.

A2    Why are applications done by methods other than spray exempted from the requirement
to use blue dye?  For example, if a stump has been daubed rather than sprayed, how will
people know it's not safe to sit on? 

A2    Why say, "or in cases where  posting is not otherwise required under the law"?  Posting
is always required by law, unless an exemption from posting is granted by IPM.   Right now
there is only one posting exemption on the IPM Exemptions log.  If and when IPM issues
another posting exemption, the land manager can also request an exemption from the blue
marker dye requirement if there is a good reason to avoid the dye.  Who does not want to use
blue dye?  Is it really expensive?  Isn't it beneficial to the people applying herbicides to be able
to see what they already treated?  Why shouldn't people be able to see what was treated?

A6    Let's not forget there are many other edible plants that should be considered.



A7 Why can't herbicides be used on green walls and green roofs?  Whatever that logic is, why
doesn't it apply more broadly?  Isn't it because herbicides are antithetical to "green" walls, just
as they are to "natural" areas?

B8  Why doesn't this apply to applications on City land outside of the City?

B9 Why don't the protections for the public and employees extend to areas outside city limits? 

B9 What is the relevance of public accessibility?  The Chapter 3 of the San Francisco
environment code protects City employees as well as the public.  If "publicly inaccessible
parcels" are to have lesser requirements for posting and demarcation, the law requires that the
land manager apply for an exemption. As of today, there is only one posting exemption on
file, for PUC rights of way.  There should also be one for the GGP nursery.  Other than that,
we are not aware of any other "publicly inaccessible parcels" in the City.  The general
exception for "publicly inaccessible parcels" should be removed.  It just introduces
unnecessary ambiguity.  If there is a genuinely publicly inaccessible parcel, and City
employees can be protected, then IPM can issue an exception for that.

B9  Why are golf courses and areas managed for habitat conservation afforded less public
protection? Don't golfers, kids and hikers deserve protection too?  Maybe the behavior of
golfers is predictable, but people enjoying our wild parkland could be having a picnic, playing
hide and seek, exploring, somersaulting  down a hill, doing almost anything.  There should be
no exception to the demarcation requirements for "areas managed for habitat conservation".

B11  Only giving kids' areas a 15 foot buffer seems callous.  The recently revised California
regulations for pesticide applications near schools calls for a 25 foot buffer when applications
are made with a backpack sprayer.  See section 6691 B 3 of the regulation:
http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/legbills/rulepkgs/16-004/16-004_final_text.pdf

B12    If a trail exists, especially one not "actively maintained by City operations", it is
because people use it frequently.  If the intent of these rules is to protect the public, all trails
should be afforded the same protection.  Sadly, it appears the intent of this rule is to make life
easy for land managers and to punish people who use un-designated trails.

B12    The California pesticide code referred to in reference B11 above should also inform
thinking on the safe buffer zone around trails.  In light of this, the buffer should be increased
from 15 feet to 25 feet.

B13    The aim here is to prohibit broadcast spraying.  The last part of the second sentence gets
to the point, broadcast spraying means indiscriminately spraying all plants in an area, as
opposed to targeting specific plants.  It does not hinge on what equipment is used to achieve
it.  The spray boom definition is a red herring.  In 2016 we presented video and photographic
evidence that three men with backpack sprayers can perform broadcast spraying. 

B Exceptions 13  Is this to allow PUC to treat along paths without applying for a one-off
exemption each time?  Would this exception apply to any land managed by RPD?   

B14  What is this an exception to, #12?  Anything else?  Is this to allow treatments close to
trails without applying for an exemption?

http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/legbills/rulepkgs/16-004/16-004_final_text.pdf


2017 exemptions
There is only one exemption from the posting requirements.  It is for PUC right of ways.  We
have been told herbicides are used at the GGP plant nursery without posting.  Where is the
exemption?  We suspect herbicides are applied above the reservoir at 7th and Clarendon
without posting.  If so, where is the exemption for that?  If pesticide applications are being
made without posting, and DoE IPM has not granted the land manager a formal exemption,
San Francisco's Environment Code is being violated.

I hope you will not approve the draft 2018 Restrictions, but rather require that the Department
address the issues identified above.  In addition, please direct the Department develop a
framework to measure the efficacy of herbicide based vegetation management programs.  We
should not resign ourselves to perpetual applications of hazardous chemicals in our natural
areas.

Sincerely,

Tom Borden

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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DRAFT - 2018 San Francisco Reduced Risk Pesticide List:  
Restrictions on Herbicides for City Properties 

Adopted xxx 
Background 
The use of chemical pesticides is always reserved as a method of last resort in San Francisco’s Integrated Pest 
Management (IPM) Program. The restrictions below were created in a public process by the San Francisco 
Department of the Environment in close consultation with affected City & County of San Francisco departments, in 
keeping with the Precautionary Principle and Integrated Pest Management ordinances (Environment Code, 
Chapters 1 and 3). Any other uses of  herbicides require an exemption granted by the San Francisco Department of 
the Environment. 
 
Goals 

1. Reduce the use of Tier I herbicides to those situations where they are most critical to public health, public 
safety, and protection of major public assets, including biodiversity assets,  

2. Ensure that the restrictions are attainable through continued collaboration among City IPM staff.  
3. Minimize potential harm to the environment, City workers, and the general public, in keeping with the 

Precautionary Principle. 
4. Maximize the ability of city residents to know when and where these products are being used. 

 
A. Conditions of use - ALL HERBICIDES 

General Requirements 
1. All treatments must be posted as per City ordinance. All postings must clearly identify the area to be 

treated. Postings should be placed in location(s) most likely to be seen by users of the treated area.  All 
Tier II and Tier I postings must be set up three days before treatment, and be identifiable for four days 
after the treatment.   

2. Blue indicator dyes must be used for spray treatments except on golf courses, hardscapes, or in cases 
where posting is not otherwise required under the law.  The use of blue dye must be noted on the posting. 
Dye must be mixed at a concentration that makes it clearly visible. 

3. For treatment sites that cannot be readily described using the posting sign alone, a map showing the 
general location of expected treatment area(s) must be attached to the posting sign. 

4. Contractors must be fully briefed and trained in the San Francisco IPM program’s ordinance, requirements 
and policies. 

5. All uses must comply with the California Red-legged Frog Stipulated Injunction. 
 

Prohibitions: 
6. No use on plants with berries edible to humans when ripe fruits are present. 
7. No use on green roofs or green wall features. 

 
B. Conditions of use - TIER I HERBICIDES 

Tier I (“Most Hazardous”) herbicides are subject to Conditions of Use for “ALL HERBICIDES” list above, plus 
the following: 
 
General Requirements 
8. Any application of ‘most hazardous’ herbicides on City property within the City limits or at San Francisco 

International Airport must be under the direct oversight of a licensed person. A licensed person is defined 
for these purposes as a person possessing either an Agricultural Pest Control Advisor license, a Qualified 
Applicator License, or a Qualified Applicator Certificate issued by the California Department of Pesticide 
Regulation. “Direct oversight ” means that the licensed person must be physically present at the site of 
application.   

9. Within the City limits, when ‘most hazardous’ herbicides are used on publicly accessible parcels a physical 
demarcation must be set up around or block access to the treated area, with the exception of golf courses 
and areas managed for habitat conservation. Acceptable physical demarcations include fencing, rope, 
tape, or staked plastic cones. 
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Prohibitions: 
10. No use for purely cosmetic purposes.  
11. No use on the grounds of or within 15 feet of the boundaries of schools, preschools, childrens’ 

playgrounds and other areas frequented by children. 
12. No use within 15 feet of designated, actively maintained public paths. “Designated public paths” are 

walking paths that appear on City maps.  If maps do not exist, then “designated public paths” means paths 
that are actively maintained by City operations.  

13. No broadcast spraying using a spray boom is permitted, except for targeted treatments at Harding Park 
golf course in preparation for tournament play. Use of a backpack sprayer does not qualify as broadcast 
spraying, provided that the applicator is targeting specific plants that have been identified for treatment. 

 
Exceptions: 

13. The prohibition on Tier I treatments within 15 feet of public paths (#11) does not apply to areas falling 
under state or federal vegetation management requirements, including utility rights of way and easements, 
dams, reservoir embankments, and watershed lands. If such treatments are required, either access to the 
treated area must be blocked or a physical demarcation must be set up around the treated area.  

14. Cases where alternative control methods pose a significant public safety, public health or fire risk, for 
example, poison oak along popular trails.  In these cases, either access to the treated area must be 
blocked or a physical demarcation must be set up around the treated area.   

15. Street median strips in situations where alternative control measures pose safety risks to applicators or the 
public. 
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients

Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**

Use 
Limitation 

Type***

Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)

Usage
2016

 (lbs a.i)
Changes made

Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change

Use Limitations 2017

Actinovate Fungicide 73314-1 Streptomyces lydicus 
WYEC  108

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.00

Advion Ant Bait Arena 
(Dupont) Insecticide 352-664 Indoxacarb 0.1%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.00

Advion Ant Gel 
(Dupont) Insecticide 352-746 Indoxacarb 0.05%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.01

Advion Cockroach Bait 
Arena (Dupont) Insecticide 352-668 Indoxacarb 0.5%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.00

Advion Cockroach Gel 
Bait (Dupont) Insecticide 352-652 Indoxacarb 0.6%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.00

Agri-Fos Systemic 
Fungicide Fungicide 71962-1 Potassium phosphite 

45.8% 

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

For use on high-value Coast Live Oaks 
(Quercus agrifolia) susceptible to Phytophthora, 
or in experiments with Phytophthora control. 

9.47

Alligare Rotary 2 SL Herbicide 81927-6
Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt 
28%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.

Ant baits - borate based 
- self contained or gel Insecticide Various

Boric acid, sodium 
tetraborate 
decahydrate, or other 
borate salts

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Least Limited

Added. Need generic 
listing of these 
products due to 
frequent changes in 
ant feeding 
preferences.

ADDED

Aquamaster (Roundup 
Custom) Herbicide Herbicide 524-343

Glyphosate, 
isopropylamine salt 
53.8%

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides" 10.65

Removed language 
on aquatic plants, 
which is redundant 
with product label

CHANGED

Other limitations: For aquatic uses, 
use for emergent plants in ponds, 
lakes, drainage canals, and areas 
around water or within watershed 
areas. 

Avenger Weed Killer 
Concentrate Herbicide 82052-1 d-Limonene 60%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 

Burndown herbicide.  Not for use near water. 67.17 Corrected product 
name CHANGED

Axxe Herbicide 70299-20 Nonanoic acid, 61%
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Burndown herbicide. 0.20

Azatin XL Insecticide 70051-27 Azadirachtin 3% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited

For greenhouses and established plants for 
interiorscapes.  Do not apply on flowering plants 
when bees are active. USE UP EXISTING 
STOCKS - Azatrol is safer alternative.

Azatrol EC Insecticide Insecticide 2217-836 Azadirachtin (2328) 
1.2%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

For greenhouses and established plants for 
interiorscapes.  Do not apply on flowering plants 
when bees are active.

Bacillus thuringiensis 
insecticides (excluding 
mosquito control)

Insecticide Various Bacillus thuringiensis 
(various subspp.)

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

BestYet Cedarcide Insecticide exemptprod-
009

Cedarwood oil, 
amorphous silica

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

BioLink Buffer & 
Penetrant Adjuvant exemptprod-

010
Citric acid 20%, garlic 
extract 7%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited

GENERAL USE PESTICIDES
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients

Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**

Use 
Limitation 

Type***

Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)

Usage
2016

 (lbs a.i)
Changes made

Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change

Use Limitations 2017

Bond Spreader-Sticker Adjuvant 34704-50033

Synthetic carboxylated 
latex 50%, primary 
aliphatic oxyalkylated
alcohol 10%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited REMOVED

Cimexa Insecticide Dust Insecticide 73079-12 Amorphous silica gel 
100%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Only for use on rat mites, bedbugs, lice, and 
yellowjackets in walls when nonchemical 
techniques prove ineffective.

Clearcast Herbicide Herbicide 241- 437 Imazamox, ammonium 
salt

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
invasive aquatic weeds and pilot testing on 
terrestrial weeds as alternative to Tier I 
products.

ADDED

CMR Silicone 
Surfactant Adjuvant

1050775-
50025 
[INACTIVE]

Polymethyl-siloxane, 
nonionic

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
More Limited

Competitor Adjuvant 2935-50173 Ethyl oleate
Least 

hazardous (Tier 
III)

Least Limited

Conserve SC Turf and 
Ornamental Insecticide 62719-291 Spinosad 11.6%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited

For use as a last resort in greenhouses.  If 
feasible, alternate with other products to avoid 
the development of resistance. Use on high 
value ornamentals only.

Debug Turbo  Nematicide 70310-5
Fats & glyceridic oils 
margosa 65.8%, 
azadirachtin 0.7%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited

4.20

Detour Mammal 
repellant

exemptprod-
015

White pepper 3%, 
white mineral oil 87%, 
silica 10%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Eco Exempt/Essentria 
Jet Wasp and Hornet 
Killer

Insecticide exemptprod-
007

2-phenethyl 
proprionate 2%, 
rosemary oil 3%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited

Preferred alternative to Wasp Freeze but may 
not act quickly enough during late summer, 
when yellowjackets are most aggressive. 
Consider digging up nest and baiting with honey 
in evening to attract raccoons.

Changed Tier from III 
to II - aquatic hazard CHANGED

Enforcer PreCor 
Concentrate for Fleas Insecticide 2724-352

S-Methoprene, 1.2%; 
mineral oil, refined, 
98.8%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited ADDED

Enstar II Insect Growth 
Regulator (Enstar 5E) Insecticide 2724-476 S-kinoprene 64.1%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited USE UP EXISTING STOCKS. For use only in 

nurseries and on roses.

Essentria IC3 Insecticide exemptprod-
013

Rosemary oil 10%, 
geraniol 5%, 
peppermint oil 2%, 
wintergreen oil, white 
mineral oil, vanillin, 
polyglyceryl oleate

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Fiesta Turf Weed Killer Herbicide 67702-26 Iron HEDTA 26.52% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." USE 

UP EXISTING STOCKS. 
Corrected product 
name CHANGED

Garlon 4 Ultra Herbicide 62719-527 Triclopyr, butoxyethyl 
ester 60.45%

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides"
Use only for targeted treatments of high profile 
or highly invasive exotics via dabbing or 
injection. May use for targeted spraying only 
when dabbing or injection are not feasible. 
HIGH PRIORITY TO FIND ALTERNATIVE 6.31

Gentrol Point Source 
Roach Control Device Insecticide 2724-469 Hydroprene 96%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.10

Lumped under 
"hydroprene-only 
products." Insect 
growth regulator.

REMOVED

Habitat Herbicide 241-426
Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt, 
28%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.

0.44
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients

Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**

Use 
Limitation 

Type***

Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)

Usage
2016

 (lbs a.i)
Changes made

Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change

Use Limitations 2017

Havahart Critter Ridder Mammal 
repellant 50932-10 Oil of black pepper 

0.48%    

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited Corrected product 

name CHANGED

Hydroprene-only 
products Various Various Hydroprene

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Created generic 
listing to 
accommodate 
variety of 
products/devices

ADDED

Intice Thiquid Ant Bait/ 
Intice Liquid Ant Bait Insecticide 73079-7 Borax, 5% Most hazardous 

(Tier I) Least Limited 0.97 Added alternate 
product name CHANGED

Lifeline Herbicide Herbicide 70506-310 Glufosinate, 
ammonium, 24.5%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides."

M-pede 
Insecticide/Fungicide Insecticide 62719-515 Potash soap 49%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited Nursery, specialty gardens, and Africanized 

Honey Bees.   

Maxforce FC Magnum 
Roach Killer Bait Gel Insecticide 432- 1460 Fipronil 0.05%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 

exposure. USE UP EXISTING STOCKS

Added "USE UP 
EXISTING 
STOCKS." 

CHANGED Not for use in outdoor areas with 
potential rain exposure

Maxforce FC 
Professional Insect 
Control Ant Bait 
Stations

Insecticide 432-1256 Fipronil 0.01%
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 
exposure 0.00 REMOVED

Maxforce FC 
Professional Insect 
Control Roach Bait 
Stations

Insecticide 432-1257 Fipronil 0.05%
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 
exposure 0.00

Maxforce FC 
Professional Insect 
Control Roach Killer 
Bait Gel

Insecticide 432-1259 Fipronil 0.01%
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited Not for use in outdoor areas with potential rain 
exposure 0.00

Maxforce Impact Roach 
Gel Bait Insecticide 432-1531 Clothianidin, 1%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited ADDED

Met52 EC 
Bioinsecticide Insecticide 70127-10 Metarhizium anisopliae 

strain F52, 11%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited ADDED

Milestone Herbicide 62719-519
Aminopyralid, trii-
sopropanolamine salt 
(5928) 40.6%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
invasive species in natural areas or parklands 
where other alternatives are ineffective, 
especially for invasive legumes and composites 
such as yellow star thistle and purple star 
thistle. 

0.01

Milestone VM Plus, 
Capstone Herbicide 62719-572

Aminopyralid, 
triisopropanolamine 
salt, 2%; Triclopyr, 
triethylamine salt, 16%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." Use 

only for cut stump or injection 0.54
Added "Capstone" - 
alternate product 
name

CHANGED

Nufarm Polaris 
Herbicide Herbicide 228-534

Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt, 
28%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.

3.60

OhYeah! Insecticide exemptprod-
002 Sodium lauryl sulfate

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Orange Guard Insecticide 61887-1 D-limonene 5.8%
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited

Soap spray is preferred for removing ant trails.  
Minimize use in enclosed areas due to scent.  
Potential aquatic hazard - do not apply directly 
to water.

0.93
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Pesticide 
Hazard 
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Use 
Limitation 

Type***

Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)
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2016

 (lbs a.i)
Changes made

Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change

Use Limitations 2017

Organocide Insecticide exemptprod-
010 Sesame oil 5%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Oust XP Herbicide 
(DuPont) Herbicide 352-601 Sulfometuron-methyl 

75%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Most Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use only on airport operational areas subject to 
FAA requirements.

2.38

Pentrabark Adjuvant 83416-50001
Polyalkyleneoxide 
modified 
heptamethyltrisiloxane

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited Changed to "Least 

Limited" CHANGED

Enforcer PreCor 
Concentrate for Fleas Insecticide 2724-352

S-Methoprene, 1.2%; 
mineral oil, refined, 
98.8%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited ADDED

Prescription Treatment 
Brand Perma-Dust Insecticide 499-384

Boric acid 35%, 
petroleum distillates-
hydrotreated light 10%, 
HFC-134A, 1,1 
difluoroethane

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited

Use in situations where adhesion of dust is 
important and non-aerosol boric acid products 
are ineffective.

Prescription Treatment 
Brand Wasp-Freeze 
Wasp and Hornet Killer 
Formula 1

Insecticide 499-362
Phenothrin 12%, d-
trans allethrin .129%, 
CO2

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited

Use only when a concern for public safety, and 
in situations where use of EcoExempt product is 
inadequate or unsafe.

0.04

Roundup Promax 
Herbicide Herbicide 524-579

Glyphosate, 
isopropylamine salt 
48.7%

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited

USE UP EXISTING STOCKS. Subject to 
"Limitations on most hazardous herbicides"
Use of Aquamaster + Competitor is preferred 
except in situations where rainfastness is 
needed.

514.48
Added "USE UP 
EXISTING 
STOCKS." 

CHANGED

Subject to "Limitations on most 
hazardous herbicides"
Use of Aquamaster + Competitor is 
preferred except in situations 
where rainfastness is needed.

Safer Soap O-
Insecticidal Soap 
Concentrate

Insecticide 42697-60 Potassium laurate, 
49.52%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited ADDED

Shake-Away Coyote 
Urine Repellant 
Granules

Mammal 
repellant

exemptprod-
014

Coyote urine 5%, 
limestone 95%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.00

Sluggo Slug and Snail 
Bait Molluscicide 67702-3 Phosphoric acid, 

iron(3+) salt (1:1) 1%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited 0.58

Spraytech Oil Insecticide 65328-50001 Soybean oil
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

Least Limited

Stalker Herbicide Herbicide 241-398
Imazapyr, 
isopropylamine salt 
28%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Use caution with 
adjoining desirable vegetation.  USE UP 
EXISTING STOCK

0.79

Suppress Herbicide EC Herbicide 51517-9 Caprylic acid, 47%; 
capric acid, 32%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
Least Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Alternative to Tier I herbicides. Burndown 
product.

ADDED

Terro Ant Killer II, Terro 
Ant Killer II Liquid Ant 
Baits, Terro-PCO Liquid 
Ant Bait

Insecticide 149-8 Sodium tetraborate 
decahydrate 5.4%

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Least Limited 0.19

Now lumped under 
"Ant baits - borate 
based"

REMOVED

Civitas One Fungicide 69526-17 Mineral oil, refined, 
89%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 
III)

Least Limited

Fosphite Fungicide Fungicide 68573-2 Potassium phosphate
Least 

hazardous (Tier 
III)

More Limited Only for use on golf courses. 88.46

GOLF PRODUCTS
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients

Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**

Use 
Limitation 

Type***

Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)

Usage
2016

 (lbs a.i)
Changes made

Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change

Use Limitations 2017

Heritage Fungicide Fungicide 100-1093 Azoxystrobin 50% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited For use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses 

only in preparation for tournament play 2.75

Lontrel Turf and 
Ornamental Herbicide Herbicide 62719-305 Clopyralid, 40.9%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses only 
in preparation for tournament play. May be used 
1x/year in other golf courses on greens only.

1.13

Nufarm Quinclorac SPC 
75 DF Herbicide Herbicide 228-592 Quinclorac, 75%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses only 
in preparation for tournament play. USE UP 
EXISTING STOCKS.

REMOVED

Primo Maxx Growth 
regulator 100-937

Trinexapac-ethyl 
11.3%, 
tetrahydrofurfuryl 
alcohol (THFA) 

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited Only use on Harding/Fleming golf courses in 

preparation for major golf tournaments.

Quinclorac 1.5L Herbicide 53883-336
Quinclorac, 
dimethylamine salt, 
18.92%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." For 
use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses only 
in preparation for tournament play.

Rhapsody ASO Fungicide 264-1155 QST 713 strain of dried 
Bacillus subtilis, 1.34%

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited ADDED

Sapphire Herbicide 62719-547 Penoxsulam
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." Only 
use on City-owned golf courses in preparation 
for major golf tournaments, or for pilot testing 
elsewhere as a glyphosate alternative. 

0.50

Added " or for pilot 
testing elsewhere as 
a glyphosate 
alternative. "

CHANGED
Only use on City-owned golf 
courses in preparation for major 
golf tournaments.

Tourney Fungicide 59639-144 Metconazole, 50%; 
Silica-crystalline quartz

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited

For management of pink snow mold 
(Microdochium nivale) on Harding Park/Fleming 
golf courses only in preparation for tournament 
play. 4.20

Trimmit 2SC Plant 
Growth Regulator for 
Turfgrass

Growth 
regulator 100-1014 Paclobutrazol 22.3%

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited For use only on golf courses in preparation for 

tournament play. 5.43

Trinity TM Fungicide 7969-257 Triticonazole, 19.2% Most hazardous 
(Tier I) More Limited

For use on Harding Park/Fleming golf courses 
only in preparation for tournament play. May be 
used 1x/year in other golf courses on greens 
only. 2.63

Turflon Ester Herbicide 62719-258 Triclopyr, butoxyethyl 
ester 61.6%

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited

Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides." 
Subject to "Restrictions on herbicides".
Targeted treatment of golf course turf.  HIGH 
PRIORITY TO FIND ALTERNATIVE. 3.50

Agnique MMF-G
Mosquito 
control - 
other

7969-333

Poly(oxy-1,2-
ethanediyl),alpha-
isodecyl-omega-
hydroxy-phosphate 
32%

More 
hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited
Use for late instar mosquito larvae and pupae, in 
combination with microbial products.  USE UP 
REMAINING STOCK

117.65
BVA2 Mosquito 
Larvicide

Mosquito 
control - 
other

70589-1
Highly refined 
petroleum distillate 
(mineral oil)

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited Use as a pupacide for public health mosquito 

treatments. 1033.44

VECTOR CONTROL PRODUCTS
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Product Name Type EPA #/ 
SF code* Ingredients

Pesticide 
Hazard 
Tier**

Use 
Limitation 

Type***

Use Limitations
Other uses require an exemption (click 
here)

Usage
2016

 (lbs a.i)
Changes made

Add/ 
Remove/ 
Change

Use Limitations 2017

Contrac All-Weather 
Blox Rodenticide 12455-79 Bromadiolone 0.005% Most hazardous 

(Tier I) Most Limited

HIGH PRIORITY FOR REMOVAL. USE UP 
EXISTING STOCKS. For use only in San 
Francisco International Airport Terminal Areas, 
or for commercial lessees on city properties that 
are not adjacent to natural areas.  In 
commercial establishments, use of product shall 
be a last resort after other, less-toxic measures 
have been implemented, including sanitation 
and trapping, and only where a significant 
public health hazard is recognized by the SF 
Dept. of Public Health. In all cases, monitoring 
shall be used whenever feasible to minimize 
rodenticide use.   0.00

Giant Destroyer Rodenticide 10551-1
Carbon, 9%; Sodium 
nitrate, 50%; Sulfur, 
38%

Most hazardous 
(Tier I) Most Limited

Alternative to baits for rodents in burrows. 
Observe label limitations on endangered 
species and potential for human smoke 
exposure.

ADDED

Mosquito control - 
microbial

Mosquito 
control - 
microbial

Various

Bacillus thuringiensis 
(Berliner or 
Israelensis) or  Bacillus 
sphaericus

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
Least Limited

Any microbial mosquito larvicide with active 
ingredients Bacillus thuringiensis (Berliner or 
Israelensis) or  Bacillus sphaericus is 
categorized as Least limited. 77.61

Mosquito control 
products - IGRs

Mosquito 
control - IGRs Various S-Methoprene (5026

Least 
hazardous (Tier 

III)
More Limited

Use for tanks with limited access, or other areas 
where frequent treatments are infeasible. For 
City catchment basins, microbial products are 
preferred.  Not for use in estuarine 
environments except under control of San 
Mateo Mosquito Abatement District. 0.03

Rat Ice Rodenticide 12455- 148 Carbon dioxide
More 

hazardous (Tier 
II)

More Limited ADDED

Rodent control - 
diphacinone block baits Rodenticide Various Diphacinone

More 
hazardous (Tier 

II)
More Limited

See Site-Specific Limitations. For rat control 
only in situations with high public health 
concerns, where trapping is infeasible. In all 
cases, monitoring shall be used whenever 
feasible to minimize rodenticide use.  HIGH 
PRIORITY TO FIND ALTERNATIVE. 0.00

Top Gun All Weather 
Bait Block Rodenticide Rodenticide 67517-66 Bromethalin 0.01% Most hazardous 

(Tier I) Most Limited

For use only in City-owned sewer lines, San 
Francisco International Airport Terminal Areas, 
or for commercial lessees on city properties that 
are not adjacent to natural areas.  In 
commercial establishments, use of product shall 
be a last resort after other, less-toxic measures 
have been implemented, including sanitation 
and trapping, and only where a significant 
public health hazard is recognized by the 
San Francisco Dept. of Public Health. In all 
cases, monitoring shall be used whenever 
feasible to minimize rodenticide use.  0.04

*For products exempt from US EPA registration (usually 'Generally Regarded as Safe'), SF creates its own product code
**A product's  tier ranking reflects hazard (the possibility of harm) but not risk (probability of harm). It is does not include consideration of likely exposure. 
     It is determined using the SF Pesticide Hazard Screening Protocol, http://sfenvironment.org/download/guide-to-the-reduced-risk-pesticide-list-revised-2013
***Use limitation type is an informal rating of risk (probability of harm), determined by  considering a product's hazard tier rating, formulation, 
     likely exposure, and typical uses. Applications of "most limited" pesticides must be justified at an annual public hearing.
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2017 San Francisco Reduced Risk Pesticide List:  

Restrictions on “most hazardous” (Tier I) herbicides  
Adopted 3/28/17 

Background 

The restrictions below were created in a public process by the San Francisco Department of the Environment 

Integrated Pest Management Program in close consultation with all City & County of San Francisco departments 

involved in land management activities, in keeping with the Precautionary Principle and Integrated Pest 

Management ordinances (Environment Code, Chapters 1 and 3). These restrictions apply only to “most hazardous” 

herbicides, defined here as herbicide products rated as “Tier I” using San Francisco’s Pesticide Hazard Screening 

Protocol. US EPA label restrictions take precedence and must be followed.  All other uses of “most hazardous” 

herbicides require an exemption granted by the San Francisco Department of the Environment. 
 

Goals 

The goals of the restriction process are to: 

1. Reduce the use of Tier I herbicides to those situations where they are most critical to public health, 

public safety, and protection of major public assets, including biodiversity assets,  

2. Ensure that the restrictions are attainable through continued collaboration among City IPM staff.  

3. Minimize potential harm to the environment, City workers, and the general public, in keeping with the 

Precautionary Principle. 

4. Maximize the ability of city residents to know when and where these products are being used. 

 

Conditions of use for “most hazardous” herbicides 

General requirements 

5. All treatments must be posted as per City ordinance. All postings must clearly identify the area to be 

treated, be set up three days before treatment, and be identifiable for four days after the treatment.  

Postings should be placed in location(s) most likely to be seen by users of the treated area. Blue 

indicator dyes must be used for spray treatments except on golf courses or in cases where posting is 

not otherwise required under the law.  The use of blue dye must be noted on the posting. Dye must be 

mixed at a concentration that makes it clearly visible. 

6. For treatment sites that cannot be readily described using the posting sign alone, a map showing the 

general location of expected treatment area(s) must be attached to the posting sign. 

7. Contractors must be fully briefed and trained in the San Francisco IPM program’s ordinance, 

requirements and policies. 

8. Any application of ‘most hazardous’ herbicides on City property within the City limits or at San 

Francisco International Airport must be under the direct supervision of a licensed person. A licensed 

person is defined for these purposes as a person possessing either an Agricultural Pest Control 

Advisor license, a Qualified Applicator License, or a Qualified Applicator Certificate issued by the 

California Department of Pesticide Regulation. “Direct supervision” means that the licensed person 

must be physically present at the site of application.   

9. Within the City limits, when ‘most hazardous’ herbicides are used on publicly accessible parcels a 

physical demarcation must be set up around or block access to the treated area, with the exception of 

golf courses and areas managed for habitat conservation. Acceptable physical demarcations include 

fencing, rope, tape, or staked plastic cones. 

 

General prohibitions: 

10. No use for purely cosmetic purposes. . 

11. No use within 15 feet of designated, actively maintained public paths. “Designated public paths” are 

walking paths that appear on City maps.  If maps do not exist, then “designated public paths” means 

paths that are actively maintained by City operations.  

12. No broadcast spraying using a spray boom is permitted, except for targeted treatments at Harding Park 

golf course in preparation for tournament play. Use of a backpack sprayer does not qualify as 

broadcast spraying, provided that the applicator is targeting specific plants that have been identified for 

treatment. 
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13. No use on the grounds of or within 15 feet of the boundaries of schools, preschools, childrens’ 

playgrounds and other areas frequented by children. 

14. No use in areas restricted by the California Red-legged Frog Stipulated Injunction. 

15. No use on blackberry (Rubus) plants when fruits are present. 
 

Allowed Uses/Exceptions (only as method of last resort): 

16. Areas falling under state or federal vegetation management requirements, including airport runways, 

utility rights of way and easements, dams, reservoir embankments, and watershed lands. If treatments 

are required within 15 feet of public paths in these areas, a physical demarcation must still be set up 

around or block access to the treated area.  

17. Cases judged by City pest management professionals as posing a significant public safety, public 

health or fire risk, for example, poison oak along popular trails or resprouting trees that constitute a fire 

hazard.  If such treatments are necessary within 15 feet of a designated public path, a physical 

demarcation must be set up around or block access to the treated area. 

18. Landscape renovations, provided that weed prevention measures are put in place and a physical 

demarcation is set up around or block access to the treated area for four days after treatment. A 

landscape renovation is defined as a contiguous area of land where all or most of the existing 

vegetation is removed and replaced, with a minimum size of 100 square feet. 

19. Invasive species that pose a threat to local, native, rare, threatened or endangered species or 

ecosystems, and which cannot be controlled by other means. Prohibitions #10-15 still apply.   

20. Street median strips in situations where alternative control measures pose safety risks to applicators or 

the public. 



From: Olga Gorokhovsky
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Subject: Commission on the Environment Policy Committee meeting
Date: Friday, January 05, 2018 3:22:31 PM

Subject: Commission on the Environment Policy Committee meeting, 1-8-2018  - public comment

Dear Commissioners,

Instead of stopping the use of higher hazard herbicides the city is employing more people to test
the new ones.
The tests, of course, would not be for safety (it is impossible), but for efficiency in poisoning
unwanted vegetation.    
Replacement of glyphosate with other toxins which for now are classified as Tier II, but might be
reclassified as Tier I after more years of use and damage to the environment and the public health
is a wrong way to go.

As you know very well  the glyphosate (Roundup) was declared to be a probable carcinogen by
the International Agency for Research on Cancer of the World Health Organization in 2015.
Before 2015 it was classified in SF as Tier II herbicide.  
For many years Monsanto advertised it to be "safe as table salt."

Glufosinate is being added to the permitted pesticide list. It is classified as Tier II herbicide - as
glyphosate was only two and a half years ago.

Glufosinate-ammonium monograph states that:

"It carries unacceptable risks to humans, especially the neurological development of the foetus, to
agricultural biodiversity, and to the environment.

Acute Toxicity
- the effects are firstly gastrointestinal (nausea,vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea etc.) followed by
the onset of neurological symptoms (convulsions and coma), then respiratory failure; death results
from circulatory failure. No antidote.

Long-term Toxicity
- chronic effects are primarily neurological and reproductive because glufosinate-ammonium is
structurally similar to a neurotransmitter, glutamate,and interferes with its proper functioning.
- serious effects on early embryonic development, including damage to the brain and neural tube.
- causes the loss of many foetuses and damage to those actually born, including cleft lips.
- transgenerational effects on brain function are reported.

Environmental Effects
- is moderately persistent in some soils, and has the potential to leach to groundwater, especially
in sandy soils.
- has insecticidal properties which is highly toxic to beneficial organisms (spiders, predatory
mites,butterflies etc.).
- is toxic to a number of soil micro-organisms, and may increase susceptibility to plants diseases,
with consequent increased used of and dependence on pesticides.
- long-term use is likely to give rise to herbicide resistant weeds."

I demand that San Francisco follows the precautionary principle and immediately stops using all
Tier I and non-organic Tier II herbicides on city properties - especially in our parks and on
watershed. 

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org


Please include my comment into the meeting minutes.

Thank you,
Olga Gorochovsky



From: SF Forest
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Subject: Pesticides in 2018
Date: Friday, January 05, 2018 3:43:31 PM

Anthony,

Please pass on this letter to the Environment commissioners?

Many thanks!

--------------------------

Dear Commissioners,

In view of the fact that
- herbicidal chemicals are often more toxic, more dangerous, more persistent, and more mobile than their
manufacturers disclose;
- much research on herbicides is funded or otherwise influenced by groups with an interest in encouraging their
use;
- San Francisco park areas are popular with families with children and pets, and used by birds, pollinators, and
other wildlife;
- the danger from "weeds" is aesthetic rather than to health and welfare;
- Tier I and Tier II are not iron-clad boundaries (e.g. glyphosate moved from Tier II to Tier I, aminopyralid moved
from Tier I to Tier II);

San Francisco should implement the precautionary principle and stop using Tier I and Tier II herbicides in all
public properties, particularly in parks and watersheds.

Sincerely,

San Francisco Forest Alliance

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org


From: Anastasia Glikshtern
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Raphael, Deborah (ENV); Jackson, Jen (ENV)
Subject: Department on the Environment Policy Committee meeting, 1-8-2018, - public comment - herbicides.
Date: Friday, January 05, 2018 3:57:25 PM

Dear Commissioners,

All Tier I & II non organic herbicides on city properties should be banned.

Their use is clearly against Precautionary Principle - not "in keeping with it."
They  are dangers to public health - not "critical to public health".
They damage public assets - not protect them. 

The areas "managed for habitat conservation" aren't managed to conserve anything.
What is done: the existing habitat is destroyed, the high hazard herbicides used, and an attempt
is made to plant something deemed desirable. Mostly, it doesn't work.
On the site of recent planting on Mt. Davidson (at some time in the first two weeks of
December), out of 50 new plants 13  were already dead on December 14th. 
There are two different types of plants there. One is California Huckleberry (don't know what
the other one is.)

At Miraloma Park Improvement Club meeting in 2012 Lisa Wayne said that 1,000 trees (82%
of trees on 3.5 acres MA-1c area) on Mt. Davidson must be destroyed because California
Huckleberry (not endangered - not by any stretch of imagination) happen to grow there. The
stumps of those trees, of course, will be treated with glyphosate or some other "higher hazard"
poison for years to come.

One fine day in November I was walking with a friend on promenade at the Ocean Beach near
Lincoln St. – she lives near Ocean Beach and is in the area almost daily. There were many
little flags in the flower beds and she said: ”These idiots are planting again. I just wish they
would plant something that would grow.”
I also wish they would plant something that would grow instead of something which they
believe should grow (because it had allegedly grown in the area about 250 years ago), but does
not.
But this is just a secondary concern - what is really appalling is the use of herbicides "for
habitat conservation."

The new year, 2018, has just started and there is already a new Notice of Pesticide Treatment
on Mt. Davidson: Garlon against oxalis - bogeyplant of "native restoration" ideologists.
The toxin will (or did already) go into the soil and water at some time between January 5th
and 12th.
There was pesticide treatment on Mt. Davidson on December 13th - against invasive plum. I
don't know what invasive plum is and how much a threat to the environment does it represent.
The blue dye was on the grass and on the trail; the herbicide used was imazapyr.  On
November 28th there was another spraying - also imazapyr. The people engaged in this seem
to believe that imazapyr is beneficial to the environment.

It is not. Neither are other tier I & II herbicides routinely used by the city. Nor the new ones -
appearing on SF "Reduced Risk Pesticide List"  for the first time in 2018.

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org
mailto:deborah.raphael@sfgov.org
mailto:cynthia.jackson@sfgov.org


According to this article in Organic Principle -  http://www.organicprinciple.co
m/biofood_explained/glufosinate_ammonium  - gluphosinate ammonium (newly added to the
list) "carries unacceptable risks to humans, especially the neurological development of the
foetus, to agricultural biodiversity, and to the environment."

Other things about  gluphosinate ammonium in the article:

"Acute Toxicity
- the effects are firstly gastrointestinal (nausea,vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea etc.)
followed by the onset of neurological symptoms (convulsions and coma), then respiratory
failure; death results
from circulatory failure. No antidote.

Long-term Toxicity
- chronic effects are primarily neurological and reproductive because glufosinate-ammonium
is structurally similar to a neurotransmitter, glutamate,and interferes with its proper
functioning.
- serious effects on early embryonic development, including damage to the brain and neural
tube.
- causes the loss of many foetuses and damage to those actually born, including cleft lips.
- transgenerational effects on brain function are reported.

Environmental Effects
- is moderately persistent in some soils, and has the potential to leach to groundwater,
especially in sandy soils.
- has insecticidal properties which is highly toxic to beneficial organisms (spiders, predatory
mites,butterflies etc.).
- is toxic to a number of soil micro-organisms, and may increase susceptibility to plants
diseases, with consequent increased used of and dependence on pesticides.
- long-term use is likely to give rise to herbicide resistant weeds." 

There is no justification and no excuse for using these toxins.

Please include my email into the meeting minutes.

Thank you,

Anastasia Glikshtern

 

http://www.organicprinciple.com/biofood_explained/glufosinate_ammonium
http://www.organicprinciple.com/biofood_explained/glufosinate_ammonium


From: Eric Brooks
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Subject: Important - For Today: Proposed Changes To Current San Francisco Pesticide Policies
Date: Monday, January 08, 2018 1:57:32 PM

(Anthony, please distribute this email to all Environment Commissioners
so that they can consider this information prior to tonight's
Environment Commission Policy Committee meeting.)

Hi Commissioners,

This is a draft of 12 changes I am putting forward (based on what
advocates are seeking) to the San Francisco pesticide policies, in order
continue to dramatically reduce pesticide/herbicide use in San
Francisco, and with the objective of getting as close to zero use of
herbicides as possible, by 2020.

1) Tier II pesticides should now be included side by side with Tier I
pesticides in all pesticide policies, and must be assumed to pose
potential risks just as serious as Tier I. All current data collection
and noticing must now be conducted for both Tier I and Tier II pesticide
use. All *current* restrictions on Tier I pesticides should be applied
to all Tier II pesticides.

2) Herbicides must no longer be included at all on the Reduced Risk
Pesticide List or on any other exemption list, and so must no longer
ever be automatically exempt. Each herbicide use exemption must be
individually granted through the exemption application process.

3) Tier I herbicides must no longer be permitted for use in the Natural
Areas Program (Natural Resources Department).

4) Tier I herbicides must no longer be permitted for use to control oxalis.

5) Stumps treated to prevent growth must be ground down, or mushroom
treated, not treated with Tier I or Tier II herbicides.

6) Comprehensive signage and marking on both Tier I and Tier II
pesticides used in NAP areas must be required.

7) Comprehensive signage and marking on both Tier I and Tier II
pesticides for all trails (not just designated trails) must be required.

8) Signage, flags and marking on both Tier I and Tier II pesticides *at*
all treatment locations, not just at trail heads, must be required.

9) A one month notice of planned treatment, with a one week notice when
it is known that the treatment will go forward, must be required for all
Tier 1 and Tier 2 pesticide applications.

10) The barrier between pesticide applications and trails, play areas,
and areas frequented by children, must be increased to 50 feet

11) Official Prop 65 signage warnings on all areas treated with
chemicals covered by Prop 65 must be required.

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org


12) Any back pack spraying done on multiple plants through waving the
wand over them while freely spraying must be categorized as 'Broadcast
Spraying'.

Reference Note: Here are two links to posts discussing mushroom
treatments on stumps. The second has specific details on treatment by
tree species, and on methods.

https://madbioneer.blogspot.com/2009/12/organic-stump-removal.html

http://www.fungi.com/blog/items/plug-spawn.html

Thanks for your attention to this very important matter of public health
and safety, and environmental protection.

Eric Brooks
Coordinator, Our City SF
Sustainability Chair, San Francisco Green Party

https://madbioneer.blogspot.com/2009/12/organic-stump-removal.html
http://www.fungi.com/blog/items/plug-spawn.html


From: Anastasia Glikshtern
To: Valdez, Anthony (ENV)
Cc: Raphael, Deborah (ENV); Geiger, Chris (ENV); Jackson, Jen (ENV)
Subject: New year - new herbicide treatment on Mt. Davidson
Date: Sunday, January 07, 2018 10:47:34 PM

Dear Anthony,

Sorry, I'm sending it late.
If it doesn't get into 1-8-2018 meeting minutes - let it go to the next one.

Thank you,
Anastasia

Commissioners,

Sending you photos of 3 signs announcing upcoming herbicide application on Mt. Davidson.
Signs themselves and their surroundings - views with signs.
It is garlon (the most toxic herbicide on the SF IPM list) against oxalis (yellow flowers used
by pollinators - whatever is left of them - for nectar.)
Here is a short summary of garlon's benefits derived  from a Marin Municipal Water District's
study: 

Garlon “causes severe birth defects in rats at relatively low levels of exposure.” Baby
rats were born with brains outside their skulls, or no eyelids. Exposed adult females rats
also had more failed pregnancies.
Rat and dog studies showed damage to the kidneys, the liver, and the blood.
About 1-2% of Garlon falling on human skin is absorbed within a day. For rodents,
its absorbed twelve times as fast. It’s unclear what happens to predators such as hawks
that eat the affected rodents.
Dogs  may be particularly vulnerable; their kidneys may not be able to handle Garlon
as well as rats or humans.  
It very probably alters soil biology. “Garlon 4 can inhibit growth in the mycorrhizal
fungi…” ( soil funguses that help plant nutrition.)
It’s particularly dangerous to aquatic creatures: fish (particularly salmon),
invertebrates, and aquatic plants.
Garlon can persist in dead vegetation for up to two years.
Garlon is supposed to be twenty times as toxic to women as to men. 

The signs are at 3 points of the trail running along the grassy part of the mountain: at the
beginning of the trail near main road up from Myra, at the intersection with the trail coming up
from the Molimo entrance, and at the beginning of the forested part of the mountain. That
probably means that ALL grassy part will be soaked with garlon.
Garlon is sprayed on Mt. Davidson (as well as all around the city) every year. Oxalis is there
every year. 
Here is a quote from a comment regarding the upcoming application on Nextdoor:  "Aside
from toxic and horrid it’s also incredibly stupid Everyone knows here in SF You can’t kill
oxalis". 
But that's biodiversity for you. 

Sincerely,

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org
mailto:deborah.raphael@sfgov.org
mailto:chris.geiger@sfgov.org
mailto:cynthia.jackson@sfgov.org


Anastasia Glikshtern  
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